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Oversized Sweaters Take DHS By Storm, Boys Not Happy About It
By Brenda Mandarino

According to the girls at DHS, no winter wardrobe can call
itself complete without large, ridiculously comfortable sweaters. From vintage noodies that still smell like your grandparents’
moldy basement to striped zip-ups that were borrowed (stolen)
from your now ex-boyfriend’s closet, DHS has not gone a day this
winter without seeing at least a dozen oversized sweaters on the
torsos of teenage trendsetters.
Despite their raging popularity among the female population, the boys are calling a rebellion to what is being called the
Sweater Revolution of the 21st century. “My sister keeps taking
all my clothes and it is not cool,” complains junior Bobby Sarkis.
“If she wants a sweater she should just buy them herself. Plus,
now all my sweaters are starting to smell like girl. It’s gross.” In
response, Bobby’s sister, sophomore Jenny Sarkis, said, “It’s not
fair that guys get to wear comfortable clothes and girls don’t. I
just wear super baggy sweaters to compensate for the tightness
of my jeans—the tighter the jeans, the looser the sweater.” When
Bobby suggested wearing less tight jeans, Jenny tried to kick him
but there was too little blood flow to her foot in order to do so
successfully.
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Also, to help their cause, the boys
are now trying to convince the girls
just how ugly the sweaters are. Says
senior Jack Jensen, ”I don’t know that
much about clothes and stuff, but I’m
pretty sure some of the sweaters girls
are wearing nowadays can barely even
be pulled off by senile men in their 70s.
I mean, my mind can’t even process all
of the lines and colors and patterns…I
think I’m going to throw up.”
While Jensen tries to hold onto his
lunch, the sweaters just keep on coming. To all you boys out there, if a girl
has stolen your sweater recently, don’t
expect to be getting it back any time
soon. And to the girls: live large, live
comfy, keep calm and sweater on.

The Flipside Introduces...Flipside Merchandise!

Junior Takes Parking Spot
From Senior, Senior Conveniently Finds Half a Milkshake in His Car

Kelly Clarkson Sings Every
Lyric of National Anthem
Correctly, Automatically
Receives High Marks

The Flipside is pleased to
announce the introduction of a
new line of Flipside products
that support your one and
only Deerfield High School
bi-monthly satirical newspaper! See below for a complete
listing of offerings and prices.

1) Flipside soda mug -$19.97

Who needs a
mug for coffee
when you can
put soda in it
instead? This
soda mug is oneof-a-kind and created uniquely
to make sure your soda tastes
as fresh as can be.

2) Flipside Pizza Sale
iPhone app -- $0.31

Driver Passes Police Car,
Immediately Checks Every Possible Thing She
Could Be Doing Wrong

Keep track of
when The Flipside
is holding a pizza
sale by installing this
app on your iPhone. When the
big day arrives, the app will
cause your phone to project
profanities that can only be
stopped by purchasing a piece
of pizza at the sale. Not only a
great app to have for yourself,
but also makes a great gift for
your mom.

3) Flipside coffee mug -$24.99

Who needs a
mug for coffee
soda, when you can
put soda coffee in it
instead? This soda
coffee mug is one-of-a-kind
and created uniquely to make
sure your soda coffee tastes as
fresh as can be.

4) Flipside Sneakers-$31.89

These
Flipside
sneakers are
the coolest thing to hit the Flipside
merchandise table since we
introduced the Flipside Anger
Management Toolbelt. And,
if you act now, you can get
each sneaker for only 15.99.
Each sneaker is sold separately
and requires the purchase of
Flipside Shoe Laces and a
non-refundable donation to
the Flipside for a Cure: Bring
Back the Laughter, a non-forprofit organization that helps
those who have lost the use of
their funny-bone.

Making Turnabout Plans
Trying to decide what to do on the big night?
The Flipside will help you time out the planning
stage

4 Weeks Away: All of the girls create a
Facebook group to plan the night. The posts are
funny and someone changes the group picture to
a sleepy kitty. Everyone is super pumped for the
totally awesome night you’re going to have!
3 Weeks Away: The sleepy kitty is still cute,
but nobody has posted anything other than funny
internet memes and youtube videos. One girl suggests you start planning, but a hilarious fig-eatingsloth video distracts all.
2.5 Weeks Away: Someone suggests you go
to Alinea, while another suggests dinner at Burger
King. Thus begins the annual Battle of the Prices.

2 Weeks Away: The Facebook group is not
working, and a face to face meeting is in order.
But the McDonalds Playplace ball pit was a poor
choice of where to have it.
1 Week Away: There is no plan and some

people think it’s getting a little too close to the
deadline. One of the moms sends an email to
another mom, and now parents are nagging their
kids to hurry up and decide.

Night Before: Someone calls Medieval Times
and makes a reservation for your whole group. It
is decided that there is nothing classier than wearing party attire to a jousting match.
Day Of: The boys find out the plan for the first

time.

Day After: Someone creates a Facebook group
titled “Prom 2012!”

What? There’s a softball open gym tonight at 8:00 in the intramural gym? Sounds fun!

THE FLIPSIDE CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE: Solve the Cryptogram, write down your name, and then find and
give your copy of The Flipside to Maddie Ambrose. There will be a drawing to see who will win a sweet Flipside t-shirt!

QUOTE “Well, we might not be good at sports, but at least our academic and dance teams can make it to state!”

REBUS PUZZLES

-DHS student drinking from a glass half full

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

8

NUMB3RS

114 million

DOM

Number of people who watched Madonna’s halftime
show at Super Bowl XLVI.

>75

Number of people who actually performed in the half-

BUR

time show.

<75

Number of people who decided to watch the Puppy
Last issue’s answers: FEBREZE, ORPHAN, SPIRAL, LONG HAUL

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

Bowl instead.
This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to decode the
message or quote below. HINT: N=K
Congratulations to last issue’s winner: Kira Hattenbach

“W VEBERPHSU HO W TEPOCY GMC GCPNO MWPJ WBB MHO BHAE SC REVCXE GEBB NYCGY, SMEY
GEWPO JWPN DBWOOEO SC WZCHJ REHYD PEVCDYHIEJ.” – APEJ W. WBBEY
Last issue’s answer: “Our repentance is not so much regret for the ill we have done as fear of the ill that may happen

to us in consequence.” ~Francois de La Rochefoucauld

SUDOKU

LEVEL: Going to sleep before 9 p.m.

Fill in the grid so each
column, row, and 3x3 box has
the numbers 1 through 9.

JUMBLE

Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in circles
to answer the final question.

DHETNI

NITAR

DEICNO

WHEN FRIDAY COMES
BEFORE THURSDAY

OEYNM

THE
NOTE: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being
satirized. Remember, these are all jokes.
To contact us, email 121chamberlain-simon@student.dist113.org.
For more information and more content, visit dhsflipside.com.

Last issue’s answers: TOUCH, SUMAC, SORROW, TYPES
What type of cat lives in the ocean? AN OCTOPUSS

The Flipside is always looking for new writers, puzzle makers, and distributors.
E-mail us if you’re interested. Really, we want your help.

